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Before installing Ecosense please read all the
 following instructions carefully
http://www.ecosense.uk.com

Installation Instructions

2002/95/EC

ECOSENSE 4000
COMPATIBLE WITH: 110-220V
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NOTE: Remove live cable from A/C connector block, and connect toconnector block A (as supplied)



Note: Do not press any other buttons until this process has been completed.

The function buttons are locked to prevent tampering. In order to unlock the buttons, /////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////, the 
buttons are now unlocked. When no activity with the buttons has been detected after a ten 
minute period the buttons will automatically re-lock.

Ecosense has a choice of four transmitters used to transmit the OFF signal to your 
A/C. It is important to choose a transmitter that connects effectively with your A/C. 
Connectivity will have been achieved after a test signal has been successfully 
received by the A/C. The A/C will BEEP to acknowledge the test signal has been 
received.
No. 1 transmitter is positioned at the bottom of the unit facing the floor. No. 2 
transmitter is situated to the side of the unit, No. 3 is positioned on the top front 
facing edge of the unit and No.4 is the plug-in extension transmitter. 

1cm from the INFRARED LEARN EYE of



5)  If the A/C does not switch off after pressing the lock button 4 times, it may be necessary
     to use the extended infrared transmitter. Remove A/C front cover and locate infrared
     receiver window, attach Ecosense transmitter head using stick pad directly over the
     top of the receiver window. Run the cable back to Ecosense and plug into base of
     unit. Press lock button again until A/C switches off. Replace A/C cover.

With the A/C running, press the LOCK button once, the red light will flash to indicate 
which transmitter is in use (denoted by the number of flashes, once for No.1 
transmitter, twice for No.2 and so on) followed by a single flash to indicate the test 
signal has been transmitted. For example, if you press the lock button and the light 
flashes three times, followed by one single flash this means the number three 
transmitter has been used. If you press the lock button again you will move on to the 
next transmitter in line.
Continue with this procedure until you hear the BEEP from the A/C unit. This now 
means you have achieved connectivity between ECOSENSE and your A/C unit. 
You have now successfully completed the set up process, do not touch any buttons 
for the next 15 minutes this will enable the buttons to automatically lock and save 
your settings.

i.e. your A/C can run continually until



Press and hold the clear memory button until the light flashes twice, this will indicate that the

IR signal memory has been cleared, all other settings will remain in place. If you wish to adjust

any other settings, unlock function buttons, and use relevant set-up procedure.

If you have any questions or problems during installation please use the following numbers for 

assistance.

0800 9172659

0044 7775 893956

Customer support service
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